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1x Receiver (unless specified). The receiver must be placed in the drawer during measurement to
receive the lock signal from the AutoPOL. The receiver must also be manually switched on and off to
receive the lock signal. A bright Pyrex or Quartz Plate 70mm or 100mm should be used. We strongly
recommend that if there is likely to be any problem with your sample that it is prepared freshly and
that you can replace it if the AutoPOL detects a problem. We have never had a sample result in
which the AutoPOL recorded problems with the measurement process or gave the wrong result. The
AutoPOL VI can be shipped to your laboratory door with the Autopol System already installed and
ready to use. When shipped to you the machine should be set up with a suitable quartz plate, a light
source, the necessary AutoPOL optical components and a suitable collector. Please ensure that the
AutoPOL is checked regularly to avoid any possible damage. We are not responsible for any damage
as a result of using the machine. We don't have human eyes to see if the machine is working well. All
our Autopol S users have been trained in the usage of the machine. Our support staff are also
prepared to offer any advice that you may require to ensure your satisfaction with the machine and
its use. To meet compliance standards and the pressure on analytical labs, Rudolph Research has
developed the Autopol 6 digital automatized polarimeter to ensure the system is always calibrated.
The AUTOPOL VI automatically validates and calibrates the optics and temperature control. AUTOPOL
VI is equipped with a HEOS interface for network communication with other Rudolph Research
polarimeters or the SafanDarley E-Bend L Angle Measurement System and ITS. AUTOPOL VI is also
available in a sealed form and can be configured to measure the temperature of any sample.
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What should theAUTOPOL VI be capable of? We will determine this in collaboration with the sales
division at Siemens and in tandem with the latest developments and analyses of our research team.

With theAUTOPOL VI we bring a level of performance and functionality for the most demanding
applications. TheAUTOPOL VI is designed as a Research Polarimeter for the most demanding

analytical laboratories. If your laboratory requires the highest accuracy and must meet the most
stringent compliance standards, the Autopol VI has the measurement, temperature control,

communications, and data tracking capabilities your application requires. Siemens is the only
German manufacturer of sheet metal bending presses and we always work closely with them to

support and extend our capabilities. Since the release of AutoPOL 2013Siemens AG announced that
they were going to release the MTWBLOOP P/N 7200 for the German market. While we knew that this
was to be introduced on September 9, we were still a bit surprised when we found that they released
it the same day as the publication of the German version of our software. TheMTWBLOOP is the first
(and, we believe, the only) automatic bending press made by Siemens, but it is certainly not the last.
It is designed with the customer in mind and we are very proud of the partnership with Siemens.We
will keep you updated on a new press brake every year and encourage you to share your experience
and feedback with us.We want AutoPOL to be the best software you have ever had and we will work

towards that goal with you and our research team. 5ec8ef588b
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